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Abstract In this paper we present an algorithm to track the motion of a
salient object using Cellular Automata. The overall work, taking inspiration
from recent research on insect sensory motor system, investigates the applica-
tion of non conventional computer vision approaches to evaluate their effec-
tiveness in fulfilling this task. The proposed system employs the Sobel operator
to individual frames, performing further elaborations through a CA, with the
aim of detecting and characterizing moving entities within the field of view
to support collision avoidance from the perspective of the viewer. The paper
formally describes the adopted approach as well as its experimentation videos
representing plausible situations.
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1 Introduction

Motion detection and object tracking are both tasks of great interest in Com-
puter Vision (CV), and they are used within a large number of very different
application areas such as medical imaging, surveillance [31], and (of more re-
cent interest) driver assistance [3]. The aim of this paper is to present a method
for motion detection and characterization using Cellular Automata (CA): the
defined approach, taking inspiration from recent research on insect sensory
motor system, has the aim of detecting and characterizing moving entities to
support collision avoidance from the perspective of the viewer. The present
paper reports an ongoing work aimed at investigating a wider research chal-
lenge, that is, the possibility to transfer intuitions, approaches and concrete
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results from the field of insect sensory and motor system study to the area of
autonomous robotics, in the vein of [2]. At this stage of the work, we are more
interested in evaluating the potential effectiveness of the approach, but the
reason for investigating non conventional computer vision approaches is the
long term goal of defining techniques that can be implemented in efficient and
cost-effective hardware solutions. Insects, in fact, by implementing relatively
simple behaviors (also due to their relatively small brain and nervous system),
achieve accurate and flexible overall sensory-motor skills such as tracking [1],
visually guided collision avoidance [11], and they even compensate for the
intrinsic intermittent and sporadic nature of chemical signals in pheromone-
based search strategies [28,29]. While studies on the latter phenomenon have
already been used as a starting point for the development of so-called “snif-
fers” (i.e. robots that can track chemicals emitted by drugs, chemical leaks,
explosives and mines), the potential for the transfer of concepts, mechanisms,
approaches, to other practical applications to the design of autonomous vehi-
cles is still to be explored.

Within this wider line of work, we identified in the edge detection, more
specifically in the Sobel operator [26], a satisfactory algorithm that performs
an efficient transformation of an image in its edge-based counterpart. This
image transformation, leading to a gray-scale representation, can be easily
translated in a cellular automaton configuration [30]. Although edge detec-
tion is a very consolidated specific field of computer vision techniques [5,10,
21,23], it is nonetheless possible to find some peculiarities that make it well
suited to a cellular automaton approach. Likewise, intrinsic features of CA
make them naturally suited to parallelization [27] and efficient hardware im-
plementation [13], with the support of ad-hoc devices, they could bear the
development and usage of a real time system. This work extends a confer-
ence paper [6] in particular by providing a mechanism performing a sort of
commonsense spatial-temporal correlation based on a discrimination buffer,
following the CA-based element of the overall processing pipeline reducing the
tracking errors.

A more thorough discussion of relevant related works will be given in the
following section, while a formal description of the proposed approach will be
provided in Sect. 3, together with a running example showing results of the
different phases of the overall work flow. An additional example and discussion
of the achieved results and current state of the work will be described in Sect. 4.
Conclusions and future developments will end the paper.

2 Related Works

The algorithm proposed in this paper involves CA which is a mathematical
framework widely applied for the modeling of complex systems, ranging from
physical systems [9], to systems in which the collective human behavior is the
object of study, both at a small scale (e.g., pedestrian movement [4]) as well
as in urban scale [25]. In CA models space and time are discrete, and the
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(a) (b)

Fig. 1 Example of (a) rectangular and (b) hexagonal grid of 2-dimensional CA. Highlighted
cells indicate possible neighborhood structures.

environment generally consists of a regular uniform lattice. Figure 1 shows the
two most used grid types to define a CA. Each site of the grid is also denoted
as “cell”. The latter are described by a specific state, which is synchronously
modified by a local update rule considering on the state of its neighbors. The
neighborhood of a cell can be modeled in various ways, but it generally includes
the cell itself and other cells reachable by means of an adjacency relation: in
case of a 2-dimensional rectangular grid, for example, the Moore neighborhood
includes the eight surrounding cells of the subject one, while the Von Neumann
neighborhood does not consider diagonal neighbors. While the discrete nature
of the CA, together with the description of simple local rules, provides a rather
simple approach, the iteration of the local rules over the time-steps is able to
generate highly complex and unpredictable future states of the systems.

CA approaches have already been used for different tasks within the com-
puter vision area. Popovici and Popovici [20], for example, proposed a com-
parison of two CA based algorithms with other approaches from the literature
for noise removal and border detection, highlighting the qualities of results
achieved by the works employing CAs.

Regarding the edge detection task, an earlier approach based on CA was
proposed in [8]. The authors introduce an ad-hoc neighborhood structure,
so-called semi-neighborhood, which is used in the iterative computations of
the CA states. Starting with a pre-processed input image with a method to
extract the orientation information, results shown in the paper highlight good
performances of the algorithm in detecting edges. A more recent work for the
processing of edge detection is published in [19]. The paper proposes a Cellular
Automaton that is able to outperform other literature algorithms both in terms
of effectiveness and computation times.

Additional works for the processing of images by means of CA can be found.
For example, [24] describes and evaluates an algorithm for the segmentation of
medical images. Moreover, in [16] the authors proposed a CA based algorithm
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Fig. 2 The overall pipeline of the proposed approach for CA-based motion detection and
characterization.

to increase the resolution of an image while, at the same time, preserving its
edges and overall quality.

Even though CAs are not currently among the most widely adopted ap-
proaches for motion detection, recent works aimed at recognizing saliency in
pictures can also be found. A relevant example is provided by the work in [22]
which employs a stochastic CA approach to detect the most salient object in
pictures. This work has been well received by the computer vision commu-
nity due to its effectiveness and efficiency. Saliency detection analysis with
CA, in fact, was also later investigated in [14]. In general, as suggested in the
introduction, besides the inspiration to the insect sensory-motor system, we
also considered the CA approach due to the possibility to translate CA lattice
and rules from a software implementation to a hardware specific one, maybe
employing a field-programmable gate array (FPGA), to take full advantage of
the inherent parallelism of the CAs, in the vein of [17].

3 The Proposed Approach

Our approach and the associated work flow implies several sequential steps in
order to process a frame-by-frame object movement. After a pre-processing of
the input frame required to clean and standardize the information, the central
components of the pipeline are performed with the proposed CA approach, as
shown in Fig. 2.
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Fig. 3 (a) Kernel matrix used along the x-axis (Gx). (b) is used for the y-axis (Gy).

To improve the understanding of the algorithm, we will report the results of
the relevant steps of the process with an example application. For this purpose,
we use a simple video1 with a static camera, whose frame resolution is 496×360
pixels: the proposed approach does not depend on a particular resolution, and
it provides results analogous to the ones we will show and discuss later on for
resolutions not smaller than few hundreds of pixels per side, with increased
computational costs with the growth in resolution. The background is static,
unless for artifacts produced by the video compression and for slight changes
in the illumination. The video shows a cat entering the scene from the right
side and moving towards the other end.

3.1 Pre-processing of the Frame

To transform an image into an instance of a CA, every frame of a video will
be filtered using the Sobel operator. The operator applies two 3 × 3 kernels
to the original image in order to calculate approximations of the derivatives
in the horizontal and vertical directions (see Fig. 3). The gradient G of the

edge is calculated as G =
√
G2

x +G2
y. This filter provides a transformation of

the input which helps the process of salient motion recognition: by applying
this filter the colors are going to be removed, and only edges in grey scale will
be highlighted. The edges are basically areas where contrast intensity γ ∈ Γ
is strong. Filtering an image with this operator, provides a new image which
will be used to initialize a CA lattice.

Reasons behind the usage of Sobel operator rather than other edge detec-
tors can be found in its simplicity. While other edge detectors (e.g. Canny edge
detector) can provide a cleaner and more complete output image, they gener-
ally imply a higher number of steps to achieve the final result (see, e.g., the
discussion in [16]). In addition, the workflow of the Sobel operator is lighter
in terms of computations to perform, and it is also able to detect edges on a
regular basis even in particularly hard cases (e.g. having an object that does

1 https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=HDb9StNG8_Q
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(a) (b)

Fig. 4 A sample frame of the video of (a) the moving cat and (b) the result achieved by
applying the Sobel filter.

not have well defined contours). A more thorough evaluation of edge detection
algorithms can be found in [18], but these characteristics motivate our choice
of the Sobel operator for the first step of the workflow.

In Figure 4 the result of the Sobel operator is shown in the sample video:
given the input frame in grey scale, it returns a filtered image showing the
detected edges based on changes of contrasts. As it can be seen in Figure 4(b),
the operator was particularly effective in detecting the edges of the cat.

3.2 CA Initialization

To compute a discrete and regular input to be processed by the rules of the
CA, the grid of contrasts Γ output by the Sobel filter is grouped in clusters in
this phase of the algorithm, discretized to initialize the lattice of the CA. The
number of clusters is determined according to the content of the processed
video with the aim of preserving the possibility to discriminate edges but also
to keep limited the processing time. So once clustered, there will be a finite
set of states S = {0, ..., k} every cell can assume.

Therefore defining a frame F t = {pt0, pt1, ..., pt(n∗m)−2, p
t
(n∗m)−1}, where n is

the number of pixels on the x axis and m the number of pixels on the y axis,
as the tth frame in a video V = {F 0, F 1, ..., Fmax(t)}, the flattening process
will follow this method:

S(cti) =


k − 1, if min(γKn) ≤ γpt

i
≤ max(γKn)

...

1, if 0 < min(γK1) ≤ γpt
i
≤ max(γK1)

0, otherwise

(1)

where S(cti) denotes the state of cell ci of the CA lattice (for i ∈ {0, . . . , (n∗
m)− 1}) at time t.
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(a) (b)

Fig. 5 (a) The Sobel-filtered frame and (b) the output grid given for the CA initialization.

In our experiments, for the discretization we adopted a 8 bit encoding for
the CA, therefore with k = 256; we also decided to set the intervals γKi to
achieve a uniform partition of the space of possible gradient levels, although in
theory other forms of (also non-linear) discretization are possible (for instance
to better delineate elements within the frame).

At the end of this process there will be a fully initialized lattice L describing
the input to the Cellular Automaton, with cells having a state s ∈ [0, k].

Figure 5 shows this additional processing of the input with the Sobel-
filtered frame previously output by the first step of the workflow (the different
states of the new grid are represented in blue scale). The flattening of the
input is visible, and it eases the subsequent steps dedicated to the comparison
of frames. This step overall aims at removing superfluous edges that should
not be considered for further evaluation.

3.3 Frame Comparison

After having the grid of flattened values that potentially identifies different
objects in the scene, a process of frames comparison to characterize the move-
ment within the considered video can be performed. In order to do this we
will use two different lattices which are contiguous in time, respectively de-
noted as L(F t) and L(F t+1). The two grids are overlapped in the process to
retrieve uncommon cells according to their position. As a result, a new lattice
Λ(L(F t), L(F t+1)) is produced according to this method:

S(ct,t+1
i ) =

{
1, if S(cti) 6= S(ct+1

i )

0, otherwise
(2)

where S(ct,t+1
i ) represents the state of the i−th cell of the above introduced

lattice Λ(L(F t), L(F t+1)) (for i ∈ {0, . . . , (n ∗m)− 1}).
Λ(L(F t), L(F t+1)), hence, simply describes different pixels in the two input

frames and it represents the base information for the movement detection
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(a) (b)

(c)

Fig. 6 (a–b) The CA configuration of two analyzed frames (for making more intelligible
the difference among frames non consecutive ones have been selected) and (c) the resulting
grid Λ(L(F 104, L(F 106)).

process. Given that both L(F t), L(F t+1) were output of the Sobel operator,
this new lattice presents edges that were present at time t and that changed
at time t + 1: as it is shown in Figure 6, the resulting grid does not contain
edges related to the background, but it includes the ones describing the moving
object related to both time t and t+ 1.

In order to determine the so-called region of interest (ROI) and to finally
characterize the salient motion in the two distinct frames, we must firstly
separate the pixels that describe movement in the two frames. In particular,
we have to exclude cells that do not match their state value when compared
to L(F t) and when compared to L(F t+1) from the lattice Λ(L(F t), L(F t+1)).
Therefore, this process will bring to two new different lattices ROI(L(F t))
and ROI(L(F t+1)). Respectively, their cell states will be set according to the
following equations:

S(c
ROI(L(F t))
i ) = S(cti) ∗ S(ct,t+1

i ) (3)

S(c
ROI(L(F t+1))
i ) = S(ct+1

i ) ∗ S(ct,t+1
i ) (4)
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Fig. 7 Tracking the salient object using bounding boxes to enclose the detected ROIs.
Each point of the diagram in the right represents the centroid of the bounding box of a
given frame.

After this step of the process, the pixels associated to the moving salient
object are identified and the motion can be finally tracked.

3.4 Building a Bounding Box around the Salient Object

The process of tracking is performed by estimating the position of the set of
moving pixels computed in each frame. To do this, we construct a bounding
box around the region of interest and we consider its centroid as the position
of the moving object in the current frame. A trajectory of all of the bounding
boxes will show the approximate behavior of the moving object in the whole
video. This process is illustrated in Figure 7.

3.5 Introducing a Discrimination Buffer

To allow the evaluation of the effectiveness of the whole pipeline, and to com-
pute the results which have been already presented in the previous Section,
the algorithm has been implemented using Python programming language and
SciPy (ndimage)2 library for the Sobel filtering part along with OpenCV3 for
several tasks on the video processing.

At this point of the pipeline, the algorithm can already be used to provide
the tracking of a single object in a video. Figure 8(a) shows the trajectory of
the cat in the example video. While some errors are particularly visible, the
diagram allows to understand the actual movement of the animal: in an initial
part of the video (frames 1 to 49 ) there is no motion (the cat has not yet
entered the screen) and consequently nothing is detected; starting at frame

2 https://docs.scipy.org/doc/scipy/reference/ndimage.html
3 https://opencv.org/
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50 and until frame 268 the system detects an object moving at a relatively
constant speed from the right side of the frame to the left side. Finally, the
sequence of frames between 269 and 293 depict the background since the cat
has exited from the right side of the screen, and the system does not report
any movement.

A few imperfections in this result are given by the fact that the move-
ment of the cat’s tail was fairly unpredictable, leading to sudden changes of
the bounding box shape: while the cat was regularly moving, sometimes the
bounding box kept almost the same position in contiguous frames. In addi-
tion, a couple of frames around coordinates (300,150) were generated by noise
appeared in the video that was also identified as a moving element. This has
caused rather big bounding boxes for those frames, whose centroid actually
led to the shifted points in the diagram. On the other hand, such simple ap-
proach overall led to a quite acceptable result in this case. For this reason,
we introduce an additional step in the pipeline of the algorithm that is aimed
at refining the final output and providing a cleaner trajectory of the moving
salient object.

This step is executed with the use of a so-called discrimination buffer,
where centroids and areas of the bounding boxes in the last k frames (k is a
parameter of the algorithm) are temporarily stored, to evaluate the acceptance
of the next one. Two criteria have been defined to filter the errors highlighted
with the previous discussion. Firstly, the next centroid of a bounding box will
not be accepted if the size of the bounding box is significantly different than
the average size of the bounding boxes observed in the discrimination buffer.
Another parameter β is introduced to quantify this concept, basically describ-
ing the percentage of variation of the bounding box size between subsequent
frames.

The second constraint introduced to accept a new centroid, analyzes the
velocity of the object in the two dimensions described in the video frame. In
particular, a new centroid ct related to the frame t will be accepted only if the
Euclidean distance with its direct predecessor ct−1 is lower than the average
distance between the centroids inside the discrimination buffer multiplied by
a third parameter γ.

Figure 8(b) shows the resulting trajectory achieved with the proposed ex-
tension using the discrimination buffer. The output is sensibly cleaner than
what was resulting from the baseline version, with just one exception that
happened at the beginning of the video and led to a couple of points around
coordinates (110,210): at the really beginning of the video, the cat was still
out of sight from the camera view but some noise due to video compression
was detected as salient. The video, in fact, presents some issues in terms of
compression artifacts, leading to a slight change of colors of pixels in certain
frames. For the moment, a coarse compression as the one applied in this video
still represents an issue for the proposed approach, and for this reason the au-
thors recommend to apply to stabilized videos with slightly higher resolutions.
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(a) (b)

Fig. 8 (a) The achieved trajectory of the moving cat without applying the discrimination
buffer and (b) with the proposed extension of the algorithm.

4 Application with a Different Video

In this Section, we will analyze the behavior of the algorithm with another case
of application; in particular, the new experiment is performed with video4 of a
ball bouncing on the screen from the left to the right side. The video was chosen
to evaluate the adequacy of the approach to situations in which the object to
be tracked presented significant changes in the velocity of the movement within
the frame: the ball is in fact quite slow in elevated positions, whereas it is fast
when approaching the floor, where it also suddenly changes the direction of
movement.

Figure 9 shows the detected edges of the ball in two different frames, after
applying the Sobel operator. Figure 9(b) shows one issue related to this video:
both while bouncing and when the ball reaches the borders of the frame, its
shape gets deformed, making the size of the bounding box quite dynamic also
in this example.

Moreover, the simulated gravity makes the object to constantly change
its velocity along the y-axis (although for the x-axis is essentially constant),
even with relatively significant displacements within the frame. Given that
the video compression in this case does not provide sudden changes of colors
in the black background, results for this scenario are quite satisfactory even
without the use of the discrimination buffer, as shown in Figure 10(a). In all
frames of the video, in fact, the ball is always detected as the salient object.
Actually, the number of frames showing discrepancies between the expected
bounding box position and the output one is 5 out of 295, the errors made
in the estimated trajectory for those frames is very small and its location is
limited to the sides of the frame (see the points at the borders of the picture).
As introduced before, in fact, in those frames the ball speed is rather high
and its edges become blurry. This makes the Sobel filter face some difficulties

4 https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=SW3rvS3wLqg from which we digitally removed the
“Ball” text.
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(a) (b)

Fig. 9 (a) A frame taken from the video of a ball bouncing on screen from left to right. (b)
A frame where the left edge of the ball is not completely on screen (the ball is in the lower
right part of the frame and it is much less visible than in the first frame).

(a) (b)

Fig. 10 (a) Trajectory of the object achieved with the baseline version of the algorithm,
compared to (b) trajectory output by the algorithm by using the discrimination buffer.
Notice that aspect ratios are different to highlight points in which the discrimination buffer
has a significant impact.

in producing well defined edges. Only the right edge of the object is therefore
detected and the bounding box built around it makes its centroid shifted along
the two axes.

By applying the proposed extension with the discrimination buffer, on the
other hand, these bad features are skipped due to the filtering of the related
centroids. Figure 10(b) shows the final output of the algorithm, highlighting a
very clean and regular trajectory that perfectly describes the behavior of the
ball during the video.

5 Conclusions and future works

The paper has discussed the first results of a larger effort aimed at investigating
the possibility to transfer intuitions, approaches and concrete results from the
field of insect sensory and motor system study to the area of autonomous
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robotics. The present results show that Cellular Automata can represent useful
blocks within a larger work-flow for the processing of videos, in particular with
the aim of detecting and characterizing motion within the analyzed frame. The
two proposed experiments for the evaluation of the algorithm have shown a
good effectiveness and are promising for future extensions and refinements of
the approach. In particular, some issues outcome from the first video were
due to compression artifacts, but also by the fact that the movement of the
tail of the cat was fairly unpredictable and led to continuous changes of the
bounding box shape. It is a matter of fact that this pointed out different
movement directions between the cat and its own tail. On top of that, this
method does not consider the problem of object classification, meaning that it
does not consider the case of having more objects moving in the same frame
yet. Thus, the approach is still far from being generally applicable in the real
world, for the task of salient object motion detection.

On the other hand, considering some physical constraints characterizing the
typically observed objects with the concept of “discrimination buffer” have al-
ready led to significantly improvements of the previously achieved results with
a baseline version of this algorithm. In addition, with respect to the implemen-
tation aspect, due to the high level of parallelization of CA, we would like to
focus our work on the classification of moving elements in an image, in order
to process more objects within the CA. Regarding the classification problem,
the greatest challenge is to reduce complexity in terms of computations.

The overall aim of this project is to transfer knowledge from the field of
insect sensory and motor system study to the area of autonomous robotics.
Existing studies dealing both with nonbound [7] and bound insects [12] show
that collision avoidance plays a very important role within the more general
sensory-motor integration of insects.

A work that could be likely associated to this project and that could be
taken as inspiration for future implementations is, for example, [15] which
shows a bio-inspired vehicle collision detection system using the neural network
of a locust. While this work uses effectively cameras to process videos, our
project would aim to do this with a CA abstracting the photo-receptor layer
of the locust using a CA lattice.
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